Version 184
What’s new

Newly added features:
IP cameras Implementation…………………………………………..…………………….……3
Cancelling authorization process from specific IP ranges…………………………..11
Amending long names in widgets
Editing Coolmaster AC unit’s configuration

New improvements on existing features:
- Improved appearance of unit’s long name in the mobile application
- Improved conditions in dynamic scenarios
- Improved clock widgets in Scenarios page
- Improvement scaling application’s resolution screen
- Improved blinds movement by toggle button
- Improvement updating a unit slider current status
- Improved rooms appearance while room includes large amount of units
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IP Camera Implementation
The IP camera submenu is visible and available for editing only for users with technician and
admin privileges!

Configuration settings
To add Provision or Hikvision camera, the user has to first configure the IP cameras. While
configuring the basic settings for both the Hikvision or Provision cameras, it is important to
enter HTTP Port value 80. For example as seen in the picture below for Hickvision.

Also, when configuring Video/Audio settings it is important that the entered parameter for
the Video Encoding is H.264 (see picture below) and the profile will be “basic profile”.
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When configuring a Provision camera in is important to configure settings as Index 1 or:
-

Stream: Main stream

-

Resolution: 1280x720

-

Frame: 10

-

Bitrate Type: CBR

-

Bitrate (Kbps): 512

-

Video: Lowest

-

I Frame: 40

-

Video: H264 and Profile: Base line

-

Note: If a camera is already included into the controller but the settings are not
configured properly use the following steps: Remove the camera from the
controller. Configure the camera settings. Install the camera to the controller.

Once these configurations are done, Provision or Hikvision cameras can be added in the
Touchwand’s application. Camera units are located in the Units tab. To add a new IP camera
in the controller, first click on the Add Unit button located in the Units tab.
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In the new form that will appear, select the type of the unit or in this case IP camera (ONVIF)
and then click on the Pair button.

Once the type of unit is selected, the user must choose between two types of camera – Local
or Remote. If Local camera is being installed, then the user must enter its username and
password.
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After entering the credentials, click on the Pair button. Once the unit is paired, configure the
unit by assigning the camera to a room and/or group, choose an icon and name. Then click
on the button Done.

This newly added IP camera now is visible in the unit’s list.
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By clicking on the camera picture below the Control unit section, the user is able to see
camera’s stream. In the form that will be generated click on the desired camera (images
located to the left) and the stream will appear.

To add a remote camera, click on the Add Unit button. Select the type of the unit – IP
camera (ONVIF) and in the second filter choose Remote. In this form enter the following
data:
-

Username
Password
IP address
HTTP Port
RTSP Port
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After clicking on the Pair button, the remote camera will be paired and visible in the Unit list.
IP cameras can be streamed in the Rooms tab and Dashboard also!
The application offers the possibility to add camera’s unit in the Favorites section in the
Dashboard. To do this, click on the pen like icon located on the right and in the new form
check the desired camera.
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By clicking on the Save button, desired cameras will be visible in Favorites in the Dashboard.
Then by clicking on the camera image, the user is able to see the stream.

The same possibility is available in the Rooms tab also. From the rooms list, choose the
appropriate room that has assigned cameras.

Select one camera and click on the camera image. The application then will generate another
form that has the camera’s stream.
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Deleting a camera
In the Unit list select one camera and click on the trash like icon.

Click on the Remove button in the newly generated form. The unit then will be removed from the
list and the controller.
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Cancelling authorization process from specific IP ranges
Cancelling authorization process from LAN is visible and available for editing only for users
with technician and admin privileges!
With this version, the user will have the possibility to cancel authorization process from specific IP
ranges. To add this option in the Touchwand application go to the Settings tab.
Click on the Users sub-menu. Under the list of users, new section is added – Authorization.

Check the box in front of the ‘Enable unexpired cookies’ text. New filter is generated – Range, from
which the user can select a specific IP range or choose the option custom and write down the IP
address. Then click on the Save button.
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